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Service-Oriented Design has driven the development of telecommunication in-
frastructure and applications, in particular the so-called Intelligent Network (IN)
Services, since the early 90s: IN services are customized telephone services, like
e.g., Free-Phone, where the receiver of the call can be billed if some conditions
are met, Virtual Private Network, enabling groups of customers to define their
own private net within the public net, or Credit Card Calling, where a number of
services can be billed directly on a credit card account. The realization of new
IN services was quite complex, error prone, and extremely costly until
– a service-oriented, feature-based architecture,
– a corresponding standardization of basic services and applications in real
standards, and
– adequate programming environments
came up: they set the market, enabled the flexibilization of services, and dra-
matically reduced the time to market. Today the current trend moves toward
triple-play services, which blend voice, video, and data on broadband wireline
and wireless services. It builds on this successful experience while reaching for
new technological and operational challenges.
Reviewing our 10 years of experience in service engineering for telecommu-
nication systems from the point of view of Service-Oriented Design then and
now, we observe that much is common to the two communities. We aim in our
current research at establishing a link to the notions used by the service-oriented
programming (SO) community.
The central observation is that both communities pursue the same goals,
a coarse granular approach to programming, where whole programs serve as
elementary building blocks. However, they have quite a different view on what
a service is and how it is organized. In the terminology of the SO-community,
a service is a ”nugget” of functionality (essentially a building block) that is
directly executable and can be published for use in complex applications. In
the telecommunication world, such elementary components are called Service-
Independent Building blocks (SIBs), and the notion of service is typically used for
the resulting (overall) application. In addition, in the telecommunication world
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the notion of feature is used to denote substructures of services (applications)
that impose additional functionality (like e.g. call forwarding, or blacklisting)
on the generic basic telecommunication functionality. In the IN-architecture, the
basic functionality was POTS (plain old telephony service), and features were
typically only executable in the context of POTS.
It was always our point of view that some of these distinctions would dis-
appear as soon as one lives in a fully hierarchical context, where services may
themselves be regarded as elementary building blocks at a higher level of ab-
straction. In this scenario, which is supported by jABC, our service definition
environment [4]1 , the notion of service captures the corresponding notions of
both the SO- and the telecommunication communities. Moreover, the notion of
SIB simply characterizes services which cannot be refined, and the notion of
feature characterizes subservices that cannot be executed on their own. The re-
mainder of this paper is written from this unifying perspective and it focusses
on the impact of formal methods to improve the service development process.
This concerns in particular the idea of incremental formalization [10, 8], which
allows users to already exploit very partial knowledge about the service and its
environment for verification. In turn, this enables a division of labour, which
in particular enables the application expert to directly cooperate in the service
definition process.
Already the traditional concept of services in an Intelligent Networks Archi-
tecture, stressed and expanded in the current telecommunication perspective,
works with a feature-based paradigm very similar to the current concept of
services. The INXpress Service Development Environment (SDE), the Siemens
solution to Advanced Intelligent Networks that came out of our cooperation
in 1995-1996, is a commercial product that shaped the state-of-the-art of IN-
service definition in the late ’90s [11–13]. Presented at various international
fairs (e.g. CeBIT’97), it was installed at a number of early-adopter customers
(e.g. Deutsche Telekom, South Africa’s Vodacom, Finnland’s RadioLinja), while
a number of further key contracts followed, where our SDE was a key factor for
the decision of changing to Siemens technology. The success of the IN services
since then has clearly demonstrated the validity and adequacy of the service-
oriented way of thinking.
The same approach to service definition, composition, and verification has
been meanwhile successfully used in other application domains. With the ABC
(Application Building Center) and the jABC (Java ABC) we have meanwhile
built internet based distributed decision support systems [2], an integrated test
environment for regression test of complex CTI systems [7], a management in-
frastructure for remote intelligent configuration of pervasive systems [1], as well
as many other industrial applications in e-business, supply chain management,
and production control systems. In the area of internet-based service orchestra-
tion and coordination we have developed since 1997 the Electronic Tool Integra-
tion Platform, ETI [9, 14] and its Web services based successor, jETI [4, 3]. jETI
provides
1 The MetaFrame and the ABC are the predecessors of the jABC environment
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– lightweight remote service integration by registration,
– distributed service libraries,
– a graphical coordination environment to build (hierarchical) service orches-
trations,
– mechanisms to simulate and formally verify the global services (choreogra-
phy)
– a distributed service execution environment.
Currently its application focus is on offering as services a number of tools for
program analysis, verification and validation.
We are convinced that combined approaches, that blend the flexibility of the
current SO-scenario (see e.g. [6]) with the rigour and semantic standardization
culture of the telecommunication community will dramatically increase the pro-
ductivity of the development of a large class of software systems [5]. Incremental
formalization and automatic verification techniques may be again the key to
achieving confidence and reliability for services that interact and interoperate
on a large distributed scale.
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